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Introduction

• Huge amount of data stored in databases

• A need for algorithms to discover interesting, unexpected 
and useful patterns in data
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Discovering patterns

• Various types of patterns
• Itemsets

• Sequential patterns, sequential rules,

• Periodic patterns, episodes, subgraphs, etc.

• Why? 
• Discover valuable hidden knowledge

• Interpretable by humans (not a black-box model)
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How to find useful patterns?

• There can be millions of patterns

• Interestingness measures are used 
to select interesting patterns: 
• support, 

• confidence, 

• utility, 

• periodicity, 

• measures of statistical significance,

• …
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Transaction Items

T1 { A, B, C, D}

T2 { A, C, D}

T3 {D, E}

T4 {C, D}

Itemset Support 
(frequency)

{ A } 50

{ C } 50

{ B } 50

{ C, D } 75

… …

minsup=0,5

Frequent Itemset Mining

Transaction database Frequent itemsets

Finding sets of items that appear frequently in a database
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Useful but does not consider time  and other factors such as profit…
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Input

a minimum utility threshold   (e.g. minutil = 30)
Output

All sequences having a 𝒖𝒕𝒊𝒍𝒊𝒕𝒚 ≥ 𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒖𝒕𝒊𝒍)

The sequence <ab> is a high utility pattern because:

u(<ab>)= 3×5+ 3 × 1  + 6 × 5 + 8 × 1  =  56 > minutil

Sequence 1 Sequence 3

High Utility Sequential Pattern Mining



Limitations of high utility pattern mining

• It focused on patterns that have a high utility 
(importance) but ignores the cost to obtain these 
benefits. 

• May find patterns that have a high utility but a very 
high cost 

• May miss patterns that have a low cost but a 
relatively high utility
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Our proposal

• A novel problem named 
Cost-Effective Pattern Mining
that integrates the concept of utility with that 
of cost.

• Goal: Find cost-efficient patterns that provide 
utility at a low cost.

• Cost: money, time resources consumed, effort
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Two problems

Discover cost-effective patterns (CEPs) in sequences 

with cost values and where:

1. the utility is binary values. 

2. the utility is numeric values.
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Problem 1
Mining cost-effective patterns in 

sequences with cost and binary utility
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Sequences with cost and binary utility

• A sequence is an ordered list of events, each having a 
cost value. 

• The utility of a sequence is a binary value indicating a 
good or bad outcome.

• Example: medical pathway data

Sid <(Event:cost)> Utility

S1 <(a:4)(b:2)(e:4)(c:4)(d:5)> Positive

S2 <(b:3)(c:2)(f:1)(d:1)(e:2)> Negative

S3 <(a:2)(f:2)(e:1)(c:3)(d:5)> Positive

S4 <(a:2)(b:2)(c:1)(f:2)> Negative

(e.g. cured or died after 
some medical treatments)
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Support of a pattern

• The number of sequences in which the pattern appears.

• e.g. the support of pattern ab is sup(ab) = 2 because it 
appears  in two sequences (S1 and S4).

Sid <(Event:cost)> Utility

S1 <(a:4)(b:2)(e:4)(c:4)(d:5)> …

S2 <(b:3)(c:2)(f:1)(d:1)(e:2)> …

S3 <(a:2)(f:2)(e:1)(c:3)(d:5)> …

S4 <(a:2)(b:2)(c:1)(f:2)> …
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Cost of a pattern

• The sum of the cost values of the first occurrence of the pattern 
in each sequence.

• e.g. the cost of pattern ab is c(ab) = c(ab,S1) + c(ab,S4)
=   6  +  4  =  10

Sid <(Event:cost)> Utility

S1 <(a:4)(b:2)(e:4)(c:4)(d:5)> …

S2 <(b:3)(c:2)(f:1)(d:1)(e:2)> …

S3 <(a:2)(f:2)(e:1)(c:3)(d:5)> …

S4 <(a:2)(b:2)(c:1)(f:2)> …
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Average cost of a pattern
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Sid <(Event:cost)> Utility

S1 <(a:4)(b:2)(e:4)(c:4)(d:5)> …

S2 <(b:3)(c:2)(f:1)(d:1)(e:2)> …

S3 <(a:2)(f:2)(e:1)(c:3)(d:5)> …

S4 <(a:2)(b:2)(c:1)(f:2)> …

• The average of the cost values

• e.g. the average cost of ab is ac(ab) = c(ab) / sup(ab) 
= 10 / 2 =  5



Problem 1: Finding all cost-effective patterns

sup(𝑝) ≥ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝

𝑎𝑐(𝑝) ≤ maxcos𝑡

And we measure the correlation of a pattern 𝑝 with the desirable 
outcome:

𝑐𝑜𝑟(𝑝) =
𝑎𝑐 𝐷𝑝

+ − 𝑎𝑐 𝐷𝑝
−

𝑆𝑡𝑑

|𝐷𝑝
+||𝐷𝑝

−|

|𝐷𝑝
+ ∪ 𝐷𝑝

−|

A pattern 𝑝 is cost-effective if:

Pattern support average cost correlation

<ac> 3 5.3 0.80

a positive correlation is desirable

∈ [−1,1]

Sid <(Event:cost)> Utility

S1 <(a:4)(b:2)(e:4)(c:4)(d:5)> Positive

S2 <(b:3)(c:2)(f:1)(d:1)(e:2)> Negative

S3 <(a:2)(f:2)(e:1)(c:3)(d:5)> Positive

S4 <(a:2)(b:2)(c:1)(f:2)> Negative
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The 𝐜𝐨𝐫𝐫𝐞𝐥𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 of a pattern 𝑝:

• , indicates the difference in terms of average cost for 
positive and negative sequences.

• Std, standard deviation of the cost to avoid absolute values.

•
|𝐷𝑝

+||𝐷𝑝
−|

|𝐷𝑝
+∪𝐷𝑝

−|
, measures distribution difference to indicate patterns’ 

effect on the outcome. 
• Correlation values are in the [-1,1] interval. 
• The greater positive(negative) the cor measure is, the more a 

pattern is correlated with a positive (negative) utility.

𝑐𝑜𝑟(𝑝) =
𝑎𝑐 𝐷𝑝

+ − 𝑎𝑐 𝐷𝑝
−

𝑆𝑡𝑑

|𝐷𝑝
+||𝐷𝑝

−|

|𝐷𝑝
+ ∪ 𝐷𝑝

−|

𝑎𝑐 𝐷𝑝
+ − 𝑎𝑐 𝐷𝑝

−

൯𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, 𝑎𝑐(𝐷𝑝
+ , 𝑎𝑐 𝐷𝑝

− 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 𝑝′𝑠 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠, 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑦.

More details…
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A full example

Pattern support average cost correlation

a 3 2.7 0.50

b 3 2.3 -0.50

c 4 2.5 0.89

d 3 3.7 0.99

e 3 2.3 0.19

f 3 1.7 0.50

ac 3 5.3 0.80

bc 3 4.7 0.76

cd 3 6.7 0.99

minsup = 3   
maxcost = 10

Cost-effective patterns

Database
Sid <(Event:cost)> Utility

S1 <(a:4)(b:2)(e:4)(c:4)(d:5)> Positive

S2 <(b:3)(c:2)(f:1)(d:1)(e:2)> Negative

S3 <(a:2)(f:2)(e:1)(c:3)(d:5)> Positive

S4 <(a:2)(b:2)(c:1)(f:2)> Negative
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Problem 2  
Mining cost-effective patterns in 

sequences with cost and numeric utility



Sequences with cost and numeric utility

• A sequence is an ordered list of events, each 
having a cost value. 

• The utility of a sequence is a numeric value where 
a higher value indicates a higher benefit.

• Example: e-learning data
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Sid <(Event:cost)> Utility

S1 <(a:4)(b:2)(e:4)(c:4)(d:5)> 40

S2 <(b:3)(c:2)(f:1)(d:1)(e:2)> 50

S3 <(a:2)(f:2)(e:1)(c:3)(d:5)> 60

S4 <(a:2)(b:2)(c:1)(f:2)> 70

(e.g. score obtained at an exam)



Utility of a pattern

The utility of a pattern is the sum of the utility of sequences
where it appears.

Sid <(Event:cost)> Utility

S1 <(a:4)(b:2)(e:4)(c:4)(d:5)> 40

S2 <(b:3)(c:2)(f:1)(d:1)(e:2)> 50

S3 <(a:2)(f:2)(e:1)(c:3)(d:5)> 60

S4 <(a:2)(b:2)(c:1)(f:2)> 70

𝑢(𝑝) =


𝑝⊆𝑆𝑠∈𝑆𝐴𝐷𝐵
)𝑠𝑢(𝑆𝑠

| )sup(𝑝 |

Utility of a pattern 𝒑: u(ab)= (40 + 70) /2 = 55

Sequence 1 Sequence 3
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Sid <(Event:cost)> Utility

S1 <(a:4)(b:2)(e:4)(c:4)(d:5)> 40

S2 <(b:3)(c:2)(f:1)(d:1)(e:2)> 50

S3 <(a:2)(f:2)(e:1)(c:3)(d:5)> 60

S4 <(a:2)(b:2)(c:1)(f:2)> 70

Trade-off of a pattern

It is the ration between the cost and utility of a pattern 𝑝 ∶

Lower means more efficient.

𝑡𝑓(𝑝) =
)𝑎𝑐(𝑝

)𝑢(𝑝

Trade-off of a pattern 𝒑: 𝑡𝑓(ab) = 5 /55 = 0.09
𝑡𝑓(cd) = 6.7 /50 = 0.13

Thus, pattern (ab) is more 
efficient than (cd).  

∈ (0, +]



Sid <(Event:cost)> Utility

S1 <(a:4)(b:2)(e:4)(c:4)(d:5)> 40

S2 <(b:3)(c:2)(f:1)(d:1)(e:2)> 50

S3 <(a:2)(f:2)(e:1)(c:3)(d:5)> 60

S4 <(a:2)(b:2)(c:1)(f:2)> 70
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Problem 2: Finding all cost-effective patterns

sup(𝑝) ≥ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝

𝑎𝑐(𝑝) ≤ maxcos𝑡

A pattern 𝑝 is cost-effective if:

u(𝑝) ≥ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢

minsup=3  maxcost=10    minu = 50

Utility:50 Utility:53 Utility:55 Utility:56 Utility:60

pattern tf pattern tf pattern tf pattern tf pattern tf

e 0.05 b 0.04 c
0.0
5

a 0.05 f 0.03

d 0.07 bc 0.09 ac 0.09

cd 0.13
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Two algorithms: 

CEPB and CEPN



Algorithms

• CEPB for Problem 1 (binary utility)

• CEPN for Problem 2 (numeric utility)

• Both algorithms explore the search 
space using a depth-first search.

• Both algorithms adopt a « pattern-
growth » approach.

• To avoid exploring all possible patterns 
some search space reduction 
techniques are used →
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Reducing the search space using the cost

We propose a lower-bound on the average cost:

where c(p,Si) are sorted in ascending order.

e.g.  For

25

𝐴𝑀𝑆𝐶(𝑝) =
1

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝


𝑖=1,2,..,𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝
)𝑐(𝑝, 𝑆𝑖

Sid <(Event:cost)> Utility

S1 <(a:4)(b:2)(e:4)(c:4)(d:5)> …

S2 <(b:3)(c:2)(f:1)(d:1)(e:2)> …

S3 <(a:2)(f:2)(e:1)(c:3)(d:5)> …

S4 <(a:2)(b:2)(c:1)(f:2)> …

minsup = 2

c(bc,S4) = 3      c(bc,S2) = 5    c(bc,S1) = 6

AMSC(bc) = (3+5) / 2 = 4



Properties of AMSC

Properties of the AMSC:

I. Underestimation: The AMSC of a pattern p is smaller 
than or equal to its average cost, 

II. Monotonicity: Let px and py be two patterns,
𝐼𝑓 𝑝𝑥 ⊂ 𝑝𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝐴𝑀𝑆𝐶(𝑝𝑥) ≤ 𝐴𝑀𝑆𝐶(𝑝𝑦)

III. Pruning: For a pattern 𝑝, if 𝐴𝑀𝑆𝐶(𝑝) > maxcost, then 
pattern 𝑝 can be eliminated as well as its super-
sequences.
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𝐴𝑀𝑆𝐶(𝑝) =
1

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝


𝑖=1,2,..,𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝
)𝑐(𝑝, 𝑆𝑖

)𝐴𝑀𝑆𝐶(𝑝) ≤ 𝑎𝑐(𝑝



e.g. 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝 = 2

𝑢 𝑎𝑏𝑐, 𝑆1 = 40 𝑢 𝑎𝑏𝑐, 𝑆4 = 70

𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑢 𝑝 =
1

2
(40 + 70) = 55
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𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑢 =
1

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝


𝑖=1,2,...,𝑛
)𝑢(𝑝, 𝑆𝑖

Sid <(Event:cost)> Utility

S1 <(a:4)(b:2)(e:4)(c:4)(d:5)> 40

S2 <(b:3)(c:2)(f:1)(d:1)(e:2)> 50

S3 <(a:2)(f:2)(e:1)(c:3)(d:5)> 60

S4 <(a:2)(b:2)(c:1)(f:2)> 70

Reducing the search space using the utility

We use an upper bound on the utility of a pattern 𝑝 in a numeric 
DB:                           



Properties of upperu:

I. Overestimation: The upperu of a pattern p is greater 
than or equal to its cost, 

II. Anti-monotonicity: Let px and py be two patterns,
𝐼𝑓 𝑝𝑥 ⊂ 𝑝𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑢(𝑝𝑥) ≥ 𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑢(𝑝𝑦)

III. Pruning: For a pattern 𝑝, if 𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑢(𝑝) < 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦, 
then pattern 𝑝 can be eliminated as well as its 
supersets.

28

𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑢(𝑝) ≥ 𝑢(𝑝)

𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑢 =
1

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝


𝑖=1,2,...,𝑛
)𝑢(𝑝, 𝑆𝑖



The CorCEPB and CEPN algorithm

Sid <(Event:cost)> Utility

S1 <(a:4)  (b:2)  (e:4)  (c:4)  (d:5)> …

S2 <(b:3)  (d:2)  (f:1)  (c:1)  (e:2)> …

S3 <(a:2)  (f:2)  (e:1)  (c:3)  (d:5)> …

S4 <(a:2)  (b:2)  (c:1)  (f:2)> …

Pattern-growth: when considering a pattern p, the algorithms 
project the database by the prefix p. Then, use this reduced 
database to search for larger patterns that extend p.
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Sid <(Event:cost)> Utility

S1 <(b:2)(e:4)(c:4)(d:5)> …

S2 <(b:3)(d:2)(f:1)(c:1)(e:2)> …

S3 <(f:2)(e:1)(c:3)(d:5)> …

S4 <(b:2)(c:1)(f:2)> …

Sid
<(Event:cost

)>
Utility

S1 <(d:5)> …

S2 <(e:2)> …

S3 <(d:5)> …

S4 <(f:2)> …



Algorithms
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Ø

a b c e

bcX

P sup ac occup cor / tf

a 3 2.7 0.22 0.5/

b 3 2.3 0.22 -0.5/

… … … … …

P sup  ˄  AMSC ˄    uo ˄   upperu(case3 only)

a 3 2.67 0.11 56.7

b 3 2.33 0.11 53.3

… … … … …

sup(𝑝) ≥ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝

AMSC(𝑝) ≤ maxcos𝑡

upperu(𝑝) ≥ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦

∧

∧

… …



Projected Database Buffer
• Summary List (sumList)

sumList is a list of summaries 𝑠𝑢𝑚𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 𝑠0, 𝑠1, … , 𝑠𝑛 , each summary is a triple of the form
𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛, 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑥, 𝑒𝑛𝑑𝐼𝑛𝑥 indicating a pattern used to perform a database projection, and two 

positive integers startInx and endInx indicating that the projected database is stored from the 
startInxth record to the (endInx - 1)th record of the pdList structure.

• Projected Database List (pdList)

pdList is an array of elements 𝑝𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 𝑒0, 𝑒1, … , 𝑒𝑛 , each element is a triple 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝐼𝑑, 𝑓𝑜𝑙𝐼𝑛𝑥, 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
storing the identifier seqId of a projected sequence, an integer startIndex indicating the position in 
the original sequence where the projected sequence starts, and the pattern’s cost in that sequence.

31

pdList

sumList
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Experiments-Runtime of corCEPB
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Experiments - Runtime of CEPN
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Experiments- Memory usage(1) 
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Experiments- Memory usage (2) 



Case study 1: binary e-learning session sequence

37

Database
• 115 students
• A sequence is a series of learning

sessions using the Deeds e-learning 
system.

• Six sessions: e1, e2… e6
• Cost: time to complete a session.
• Utility: to pass or fail the final exam.

Data obtained from 

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Data+for+Softwa

re+Engineering+Teamwork+Assessent+in+Education+

Setting by Vahdat



Some patterns found
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Positive correlation

negative correlation

Correlation ~ 0



Case study 2: numeric e-learning activity sequence

• A sequence is the learning activities of a learning session.

• Cost: the time to complete an event.

• Utility: is the score obtained at the final exam.

39

minsup = 0.1 and maxcost = 100
• For Session 6, the average score is 14. 
• The most efficient pattern to obtain this score is (DeedsEs 6 2), 

which has a trade-off of 0.63.
• For Session 5, to obtain the average score of 6 the most 

efficient pattern is (Study Es 5 2), having a trade-off of 1.35. 
• For Session 4, the average score of 14 is obtained with the 

pattern (Study Es 4 2) having a trade-off of 0.71
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Some patterns found



Conclusion

We have presented:
• A novel problem of mining cost-efficient patterns in 

sequences with cost and utility information,
• Two algorithms: CorCEPB and CEPN
• AMSC-lower bound on cost. 
• Upper-bound on utility.
• Optimizations
• A case-study with e-learning data.

Source code and datasets available in the SPMF data 
mining library.
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Running an algorithm

Discovered patterns

http://www.philippe-fournier-viger.com/spmf/

http://www.philippe-fournier-viger.com/spmf/


Thank you!
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Occupancy of a pattern

• The occupancy of a pattern is the sum of the ratio of events
covered by the pattern in each sequence,  divided by the 
support.

• e.g. 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝 𝑎𝑏 =
2

5
+

2

4
/ sup(ab) = 0.45

Sid <(Event:cost)> …

S1 <(a:4)(b:2)(e:4)(c:4)(d:5)> …

S2 <(b:3)(c:2)(f:1)(d:1)(e:2)> …

S3 <(a:2)(f:2)(e:1)(c:3)(d:5)> …

S4 <(a:2)(b:2)(c:1)(f:2)> …

This measure is used to remove patterns that are short and non-
representative of the containing sequences.

Sequence 1 Sequence 4



Reducing the search space using the occupancy

We use an upper bound on the occupancy of a pattern 𝑝:                           

where psl[Si], ssl[Si] and Sl[Si] is p’s length in Si, the length of the 
subsequence after p in Si, and Si’s length, respectively.

e.g. 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝 = 2, 𝑝 = 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐

psl[S1]=psl,[S4]=3,ssl[S1]=1, ssl[S4]=1,

sl[S1]=5, sl[S4]=4,

𝑢o 𝑝 =
1

2

3+1

5
+

3+1

4
=0.9

Sid <(Event:cost)> Utility

S1 <(a:4)(b:2)(e:4)(c:4)(d:5)> …

S2 <(b:3)(c:2)(f:1)(d:1)(e:2)> …

S3 <(a:2)(f:2)(e:1)(c:3)(d:5)> …

S4 <(a:2)(b:2)(c:1)(f:2)> …

𝑢𝑜(𝑝) =
1

)𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝑝
· 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑆1,...,𝑆 )𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝑝



𝑖=1

)𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝑝

𝑝𝑠𝑙 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑠𝑠𝑙 𝑆𝑖
𝑠𝑙 𝑆𝑖



Properties of uo
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I. Overestimation: The uo of a pattern p is greater than 
or equal to its occupancy, 

II. Anti-monotonicity: Let px and py be two patterns,
𝐼𝑓 𝑝𝑥 ⊂ 𝑝𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑢𝑜(𝑝𝑥) ≥ 𝑢𝑜(𝑝𝑦)

III. Pruning: For a pattern 𝑝, if 𝑢𝑜(𝑝) < 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝, then 
pattern 𝑝 can be eliminated as well as its supersets.

)𝑢𝑜 (𝑝 ≥ 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝(𝑝)

𝑢𝑜(𝑝) =
1

)𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝑝
· 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑆1,...,𝑆 )𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝑝



𝑖=1

)𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝑝

𝑝𝑠𝑙 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑠𝑠𝑙 𝑆𝑖
𝑠𝑙 𝑆𝑖



Problem 1: Finding all cost-effective patterns

sup(𝑝) ≥ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝

𝑎𝑐(𝑝) ≤ maxcos𝑡

occup(𝑝) ≥ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝

And we measure the correlation of a pattern 𝑝 with the desirable 
outcome:

𝑐𝑜𝑟(𝑝) =
𝑎𝑐 𝐷𝑝

+ − 𝑎𝑐 𝐷𝑝
−

𝑆𝑡𝑑

|𝐷𝑝
+||𝐷𝑝

−|

|𝐷𝑝
+ ∪ 𝐷𝑝

−|

A pattern 𝑝 is cost-effective if:

Pattern support average cost correlation

<ac> 3 5.3 0.80

a positive correlation is desirable

∈ [−1,1]

Sid <(Event:cost)> Utility

S1 <(a:4)(b:2)(e:4)(c:4)(d:5)> Positive

S2 <(b:3)(c:2)(f:1)(d:1)(e:2)> Negative

S3 <(a:2)(f:2)(e:1)(c:3)(d:5)> Positive

S4 <(a:2)(b:2)(c:1)(f:2)> Negative
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Sid <(Event:cost)> Utility

S1 <(a:4)(b:2)(e:4)(c:4)(d:5)> 40

S2 <(b:3)(c:2)(f:1)(d:1)(e:2)> 50

S3 <(a:2)(f:2)(e:1)(c:3)(d:5)> 60

S4 <(a:2)(b:2)(c:1)(f:2)> 70
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Problem 2: Finding all cost-effective patterns

sup(𝑝) ≥ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝

𝑎𝑐(𝑝) ≤ maxcos𝑡

occup(𝑝) ≥ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝

A pattern 𝑝 is cost-effective if:

u(𝑝) ≥ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢

minsup=3  maxcost=10    minu = 50

Utility:50 Utility:53 Utility:55 Utility:56 Utility:60

pattern tf pattern tf pattern tf pattern tf pattern tf

e 0.05 b 0.04 c
0.0
5

a 0.05 f 0.03

d 0.07 bc 0.09 ac 0.09

cd 0.13



Visualization and Interpretability
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<e1,e6> <e4,e5> <e2,e3>

cor(<e2,e3>)=0.001cor(<e1,e6>)=0.210 cor(<e4,e5>)=-0.109

positive correlation negative correlation no  correlation
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tr(<Study_Es_6_2> <Deeds _Es_6_2><Study_Es_6 _3>)=1.74, 
cost / utility=15 / 27

tr(<Deeds_Es_6 _1><Deeds_Es_6_2><Study_Es_6_3><Study_Es_6_3>)=1.35, 
cost / utility=21 / 28

tr(<FSM_Es_6_3> <Study _Es_6_3><Study_Es_6 _3>)=4.5, 
cost / utility=21 / 94.8

<Study_Es_6_2> 
<Deeds _Es_6_2>
<Study_Es_6 _3>

<Deeds_Es_6 _1>
<Deeds_Es_6_2>
<Study_Es_6_3><Study_Es_6_3>

<FSM_Es_6_3> 
<Study _Es_6_3><Study_Es_6 _3>
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